Western Wilderness Guest Ranches

Escape to the wilderness of British Columbia for a ranch holiday of horseback adventures among mountains and valleys.

Gold Country
http://exploregoldcountry.com

Gold Country is set in the heart of British Columbia’s stunningly diverse Interior. Alpine mountains, wildflower meadows, sagebrush scented desert and vast ranchlands are rich with stories of gold panners, cowboys and Indigenous Culture. Gold Country's heritage, wildlife and scenery makes every visit a great adventure.

Quilchena Hotel & Resort
https://douglaslake.com/quilchena-resort

Once known as the ‘Gem of the Nicola Valley’, Quilchena Hotel & Resort is a small boutique hotel located in the midst of Nicola Valley’s old west on a working cattle ranch. Distinctly decorated heritage rooms feature antiques and turn of the century charm.

Sundance Guest Ranch
https://sundanceguestranch.com

Sundance Guest Ranch is home to 100 horses on thousands of acres of spectacular terrain, with panoramic views of the Thompson River Valley.

North Thompson
http://norththompson.ca

Anchored by the North Thompson River, this region is ideal for backcountry adventures, providing access to pristine wilderness, remote fish camps and four-season resorts. The North Thompson Valley is also home to Mount Robson, part of a UNESCO World Heritage Site and the highest peak in the Canadian Rockies.

Wells Gray Guest Ranch
http://wellsgrayranch.com

Since 1984, Wells Gray Ranch has offered the ultimate Canadian adventure. Stay in a log cabin surrounded by the magnificent wilderness of Wells Gray Park and find the Old West alive in the Black Horse Saloon & Restaurant.

Willow Ranch Cabins
https://willowranchvalemount.com

Wake up with the horses at Willow Ranch, in a modern guest cabin surrounded by forests, pastures and mountains.

Boundary Country
http://boundarybc.com

Wanderlust and golden dreams first lured travellers to Boundary Country’s timeless and tranquil landscapes, now home to an eclectic collection of towns and hamlets.

PV Ranch
https://pvranchgetaway.com

Nestled in the Rocky Mountains with spectacular views and peaceful serenity, PV Ranch is home to beautiful cottages on the bank of the Granby River. With beautiful open lawns and mountain backdrops, you can explore the wilderness all day and stargaze all night.

Arosa Ranch
http://arosaranch.com

Nestled in the rolling hills of Bridesville and surrounded by wildlife, Arosa Ranch RV Park, Cabins & B&B is a peaceful and picturesque getaway. Experience the wild beauty of a rustic Canadian ranch.
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